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Executive summary
1. This reports provides an overview of
Kremlin Computational Propaganda in
the UK: exploring strategies and tactics
deployed; barriers to further research; and
recommendations for how to overcome
those barriers and effectively counter
disinformation.
2. Disinformation refers to Kremlin
influence operations within the
communications environment delivered
through overt and covert promotion of
intentionally false, distorting or distracting
narratives. It is one of the many tools used
by the Kremlin to enhance their global
influence.
3. Computational propaganda is the
online manifestation of disinformation,
and comprises of a variety of strategies
and tactics including deploying online
Kremlin-attributed media, using covertlyKremlin-backed accounts to lend false
credibility to disinformation, manipulation
of Fringe Networks and domination of the
information space.
4. Several instances of Kremlin
computational propaganda in the UK have
been observed by a variety of researchers.
Key instances include the Skripal poisoning
incident, the Scottish Referendum result
and London terrorist attacks in 2017.
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5. However, limited access to social
media information hampers a holistic
understanding of Kremlin impact.
Particular areas that necessitate further
research include attribution (ie which
accounts can be actively linked to the
Kremlin as opposed to just sympathising
with the Kremlin) and scale (ie how
many accounts are covertly backed by
the Kremlin). Recommendations for
overcoming these research challenges
include further cooperation with the tech
companies and uniting international bodies
and international leaders in order to pool
information.
6. Recommendations for effectively
countering computational propaganda
include creating a digital Ofcom and
algorithm ombudsman, improving digital
media literacy and creating a social media
code of conduct in partnership with the
tech companies.
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1. K remlin Disinformation
The Kremlin seeks to enhance Russia’s
global influence, which it largely sees
as zero-sum game against the ‘West’
whereby Russia’s gain is exactly
balanced by the West’s losses. Russia
therefore seeks to achieve a number of
strategic objectives, such as weakening
foreign governments’ reputations and
international alliances, increasing global
actors’ alignment with Kremlin ideology,
increasing polarisation within societies,
weakening trust in institutions, and
influencing electoral and political outcomes
to make them more advantageous to the
Kremlin.
‘Disinformation’ refers to Kremlin influence
operations within the communications
environment delivered through overt and
covert promotion of intentionally false,
distorting or distracting narratives. It
forms part of a broad foreign policy toolkit
used to achieve the above objectives,
with other activities including the use
of official and illicit money, corruption,
economic pressure, assassinations, online
hacking, political party funding, support
for extremism movement and use of the
Orthodox Church and state-controlled
‘NGOs’ in foreign policy.
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Kremlin disinformation campaigns are
broad and varied, ranging from the use of
official spokespeople and Russian state
media to covert social media campaigns.
They include cyberattacks and hacks
of private information, leaked through
third parties; the online harassment of
opponents; targeted smear campaigns;
and the promotion of extremist groups on
social media. Computational propaganda
refers to the online manifestation of
disinformation.
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2. Computational Propaganda: Strategies and Tactics
The Kremlin deploys several computational
propaganda tactics. Key methods can be
summarised as follows:
Deploy Online Kremlin-Attributed Media
to Muddy the News Conversation:

Kremlin-attributed online media deployed
a wide range of narratives and arguments
to undermine the evidenced authorities.
Rather than deploy one official position,
Russian media seeks to muddy the waters
in order to sow confusion and provide
narratives that will appeal to, and be
championed by, different fringe networks.
Use Covert Kremlin Accounts on Social Media
Platforms to Lend False Credibility
to Disinformation:

Unattributed Kremlin-backed Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube, Reddit, Gab and
Tumblr accounts amplify media and
narratives (both within public discourse
and specifically within sympathetic
networks) thereby artificially inflating
a sense of their support and credibility.
These unattributed accounts also serve to
boost favourable pre-existing movements
and narratives; fuel polarisation; leak
hacked information; and instigate smear
or harassment campaigns.
Dominate the Information Space:

Through aggressive amplification of
their own narratives, Kremlin-attributed
media – with support from pro-Kremlin
commentators, covertly-Kremlin-backed
accounts and fringe networks – seek to
drown out evidenced authorities.
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Manipulate of Fringe Networks:

Far Right, Far Left, Conspiracy Theorists,
Anti-Zionist, Mainstream Media Cynics,
Anti-Establishment and Kremlinsympathiser groups are manipulated by
the Kremlin, opportunistically amplifying
content produced by fringe networks - or
directing its own anti-Western content
toward these networks - and moving
them from ‘Kremlin-narrative observers’
to ‘Kremlin-narrative contemplators/
sympathizers/ amplifiers’. Fringe
networks sharing this content used key
mainstream hashtags when amplifying
content, resulting in fringe network activity
bleeding into the mainstream.
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OBJECTIVE

STRATEGY

TACTICS

EXAMPLE

Weaken
foreign
governments’
reputation

Corrode confidence
in political system by
creating campaigns
inventing or highlight
decadence, corruption,
alleged hypocrisy or
institutional decay
(eg the discrediting of
electoral results).

Use non-attributed and attributed social
media accounts to create and promote
these narratives.

Smear campaign against the
White Helmets’ – a group
trusted by the UK government evidence of the use of chemical
weapons by Russia and its allies
in Syria.

Invent/promote
smear campaigns and
alternative narratives
through Kremlinattributed media
and Kremlin public
diplomacy.

Using troll/bot networks to swamp and
distort discussion, making the narratives
‘unavoidable’ on social media.
Dominate the information space and
create an illusion of mainstream debate
which encourages undue consideration of
these narratives.

Corroding confidence in UK’s
political system through
bringing into question the
integrity of the Scottish
Independence Referendum.

Fuel polarisation
within national
and international
communities.

Weaken
international
alliances

Create campaigns
inventing or highlight
decadence, corruption,
hypocrisies or decay of
institutions.

Use non-attributed and attributed social
media accounts to create and promote
these narratives.
Using troll/bot networks to swamp and
distort discussion, making the narratives
‘unavoidable’ on social media.
Dominate the information space and
create an illusion of mainstream debate
which encourages undue consideration of
these narratives.

Distort
national
political
discourse
to promote
and protect
Russian
interests

Fuel polarisation
to drive support of
Kremlin ideology.
Boost individuals
and organisations
who serve Russian
purposes.

Use non-attributed and attributed social
media accounts to create and promote
stories which exploit existing social
fissures.
Using troll/bot networks to swamp and
distort discussion, making the narratives
‘unavoidable’ on social media.
Dominate the information space and
create an illusion of mainstream debate
which encourages undue consideration of
these narratives.
Dominate the information space and
create an illusion of mainstream debate
which encourages undue consideration of
these narratives.
Amplify existing far-left and far-right
narratives on social media through
providing ‘fodder’ for consumption and
opinion entrenchment.
Deployment of campaigns that distract
from anti-Kremlin narratives, and divert
energy and attention from discussing
Kremlin activity.
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Creating multiple false
narratives to reject the UK
government’s analysis of the
poisoning of the Skripals in
Salisbury or muddying the
waters around the shooting
down of the MH17 airliner by
Russian controlled forces in
Ukraine.

Disinformation campaign
aimed at Russian minorities in
Eastern Europe and Slavic /
Christian Orthodox ‘brethren’
in South Eastern Europe with
historical ties to Russia in order
to galvanise domestic pressure
for stronger links to Russia.
In Serbia, Kremlin
disinformation has instilled
the false idea that the Kremlin
offers more investment into the
Balkans than the EU.
Stoking ethnic and religious
hatred following the terror
attacks in the UK and France in
early 2017.
Creating alarmist stories about
immigration in Germany.
Inflaming the situation around
Catalan separatists during the
‘independence’ vote.
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3. Instances of Kremlin Computational Propaganda
Disinformation campaigns seen outside
the UK includes direct attacks on the UK’s
international alliances, particularly NATO
and the enhanced forward presence of
British troops in Estonia; attempts to
spread anti-immigrant sentiment in the
run up to the EU referendum; support on
twitter for preferred political candidates;
smears against the White Helmets;
smears against first responders in Syria
who document footage of Russian and
Syrian government air strikes against
civilians.
Although research into Kremlin
computational propaganda is at an early
stage, several examples of UK-focussed
and internationally-focussed campaigns
have been identified.
The following case studies illustrate the
strategies and tactics seen in three key
disinformation campaigns:
• Skripal poisoning culpability
• Westminster Bridge Terror Attack
• Scottish Referendum
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CASE STUDY: Skripal Poisoning Culpability
Kremlin disinformation went into high
gear after the poisoning of Sergei
Skripal, a British spy, and his daughter
Yulia in Salisbury in March 2018. The
British government blamed this murder
attempt on agents of the Russian
state, citing strong circumstantial
evidence and intelligence material. The
Kremlin challenged this account, using
public diplomacy – eg official Kremlin
statements, spokespeople and embassies as a key tactic to communicate their denial
and promote alternative narratives. For
example, the director of Russia’s foreign
intelligence service, Sergei Naryshkin,
said the incident was a “grotesque
provocation rudely staged by the British
and US intelligence agencies”. The Russian
embassy demanded consular access to
the Skripals claiming that they had been
kidnapped by the British authorities, and
when Britain declined to give samples
of the nerve agent to the Kremlin’s
investigators the Kremlin framed a new
narrative in which Britain was being
uncooperative and behaving deceitfully.
The Kremlin used computational
propaganda to disseminate these
disinformation narratives and dominate
the information space, subsequently
creating an illusion of mainstream debate
which encouraged undue consideration
of these narratives. Key tactics used to
achieve this dissemination and domination
were observed as follows:

•	Kremlin Attributed Online Media such
as RT.com or Sputnik were used to
propagate a variety of narratives
designed to muddy public debate in
the news.
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•	The Kremlin created non-attributed

accounts to artificially inflate
conversation in support of pro-Kremlin
narratives, push content into the
mainstream conversation through the
use of key hashtags, and lend false
credibility to these narratives. Accounts
suspected of being covertly backed by the
Kremlin were found on Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, Reddit, Gab and Tumblr.

•	The Kremlin deliberately created

disinformation narratives that would
resonate with Fringe Networks.
Fringe Networks would seek out
content reflective of their existing
confirmation bias and feast on the
Kremlin’s narratives, with different
Fringe Networks championing different
Kremlin narratives. For example, the
Far Left champion narratives accusing
Western governments of imperialism,
and the Far Right championed Russian
nationalism and Russophobia. Fringe
Networks therefore contributed to
pushing these narratives into the
mainstream conversation and muddying
the communications landscape.

•	The Kremlin’s disinformation tactics

repeatedly exposed mainstream
audiences and Fringe Networks to a
deluge of disinformation; dominated
the information space; and created
an illusion of mainstream debate
which inevitably encouraged undue
consideration of these narratives.
Analysis of the top 100 Tweeters by
volume involved in the conversation in
UK, France and Germany finds that
77%, 64% and 65% of the conversation
was pro-Kremlin narratives.
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CASE STUDY: Westminster Bridge Terror Attack
Research by Martin Innes and colleagues
at Cardiff University (funded by CREST)
illustrated Russian-lined social media
accounts and media outlets’ effort to
deliberately stoke social tensions following
the terrorist instances in London 2017 1
(the Kremlin’s objective being to fuel
polarisation and thus contribute to
destabilising national unity).

of identities and positions, reflecting the
interests and values of existing ‘thought
communities’ across the ideological
spectrum. The majority were predictable
anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant stances,
often with purported American origins, but
they also included those complaining about
intrusive policing and racism.

For example, a notorious picture of a
Their research identified 47 Kremlin backed Muslim woman apparently absorbed in
accounts posting messages across all
her phone and ignoring the victims of
four attacks, eight of them highly active,
the Westminster terrorist attack was
mostly established in 2014. They posted
highlighted by @southlonestar as an
475 Twitter messages regarding the four
example of callousness, echoed by
attacks, which were re-posted 153,000
@Ten_GOP. But @Crystal1Johnson cited
times. Related accounts were identified
the criticism as an example of racism.
operating on other platforms. Significantly, All three accounts are identified as having
the individual accounts adopted a range
strong links to the Kremlin.

1 Full report available at: https://crestresearch.ac.uk/resources/russian-influence-uk-terrorist-attacks/
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CASE STUDY: Westminster Bridge Terror Attack

Similar to the Skripal Poisoning case study,
Kremlin attributed online media was
also a significant tactic used to promote
disinformation. On RT.com, the emphasis
of the coverage was fear, uncertainty
and doubt: sensationalising the grief and
terror, implying that further attacks were

likely, and that the state’s response was
inadequate. RT has 5.7m monthly UK
visitors to its website, and they generated
125m shares and engagements with its
coverage of the Manchester and London
Bridge attacks.

CASE STUDY: Scottish Independence Referendum
Ben Nimmo of the Atlantic Council’s
Digital Forensics Lab also demonstrates
covertly Kremlin-backed social media
accounts sowed doubt about the integrity
of the count in the Scottish Independence
Referendum of September 2014 2 .

pushed out-of-context video clips to
suggest that the votes were not being
counted properly. Sensationalist headlines
combined with intriguing visuals incite
social media shares and thus successful
propagation of the narrative.

The most credible source of any allegations
about fraud or malpractice would have
been the losing, pro-independence side.
But none of their election observers
or officials raised any doubt about the
fairness of the count. Instead, covertly
Kremlin-backed social-media accounts

This video below, for example, mixed
video and still photographs to construct
a narrative ‘proving’ that the vote was
rigged (note that it was narrated by an
unidentified non-native English-speaker).
It was pushed by several accounts
suspected of being covertly Kremlin

2 Full report available here: https://medium.com/dfrlab/electionwatch-scottish-vote-pro-kremlin-trolls-f3cca45045bb
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CASE STUDY: Scottish Independence Referendum
backed, such as @w_nicht referenced
below which tweeted it six times in 90
minutes and repeatedly tagged others in
an attempt to attract the attention of
other users. In total, this video was viewed
more than 800,000 times.

In the wake of this activity there was
a noticeable dent in confidence in the
electoral system among Scottish voters.
One-third of those asked in a post-election
opinion poll said they thought fraud had
taken place. The comparable figure for
those doubting the integrity
of the previous European
Parliament election was
just under one-fifth.

Example of a suspected
covertly-backed Kremlin
account:
Nimmo notes that
@w_nicht: “is a strongly
pro-Kremlin account.
It regularly takes
positions consistent with known Russian
This activity was supported by Kremlin
propaganda narratives. Its use of English
public diplomacy, with a Russian election
observer meanwhile claimed that the count is sometimes erratic in ways which are
consistent with the errors made by native
did not meet international standards. The
combined affect of such activities was the Russian speakers.”
creation of a Facebook page, “Rally for a
The @w_nicht account has previously
revote” and online petitions demanding
that the referendum be held again because promoted pro-Kremlin conspiracy theories
(for example saying that reports of the
of putative fraud. These petitions appear
downing of the Malaysian airliner MH17 by
to have been launched by real, Scottish
Russian-backed forces in Ukraine in July
people but Kremlin-linked social media
accounts and the anonymous, pro-Kremlin, 2014 are falsified). Other elements of what
conspiracy-minded website kickass-cookies. appears to be a disinformation operation
include the sharing by a pro-Kremlin
co.uk promoted the petitions. The biggest
network of (real) footage from pollingpetition, hosted on change.org which does
station cameras showing ballot-stuffing
not verify the identity of those signing the
in Russia’s 2012 presidential election;
petitions, attracted some obvious fakes
a Russian account uploaded this with a
among the -100,000plus signatures it
title implying that this was actually video
attracted.
showing malpractice in Scotland3.

3 “Portrait of a troll, Organised Crime and Corruption Reporting Project June 19 2016 14:33
https://www.occrp.org/en/other/5369-portrait-of-a-troll accessed May 2 2018
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4. Barriers to Research
Research into Kremlin computational
propaganda exposes several challenges
which restrict further development of
industry-wide computational propaganda
understanding, particularly with regards
to attribution, scale and impact. These
challenges are outlined below, followed by
recommendations to overcoming these
challenges.
4.1 Attribution
Attribution is a key challenge when
analysing disinformation activity on social
media. The Kremlin presence on broadcast
media, websites and social platforms is
explicit, and amplification of this content is
duly trackable. However, several challenges
exist for researchers when exploring covert
Kremlin-backed online activity, principally:
How can one identify whether an account
is amplifying disinformation narratives
because they are being paid by the Kremlin
to do so or whether they generally hold
that opinion?
Given the difficulty of attribution, most
digital researchers make do with various
types of estimates. Zinc Network, for
example, uses a ‘Kremlin Attribution Index’
that depicts key attributes of Kremlinbacked accounts in order to be able to
subsequently identify accounts that are
‘highly likely’ to be backed by the Kremlin.
Unique indexes are created per social media
channel, but are likely to include the below:

•	High daily post count (+10) and post per
hour rate (+4)

•	Shift-like posting behaviour (ie posting

for 8 hour shifts, then stopping until
the next day which suggests a working
pattern)
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•	Limited personal information, including
generic or non-human profile / cover
photo, very few or no tagged photos

•	Narrow or disproportionately skewed
post topics

•	Clear alignment with Russian narratives
Attribution is also a challenge for websites,
some of which are suspected of being
covertly backed by the Kremlin due to
their repurposing of RT and Sputnik
content. However, identifying these sites
is intensely time consuming, and linking
them explicitly to the Kremlin harder still.
There is no requirement for websites to be
transparent about their ownership or their
funding.
4.2 Scale and Access to Platforms
Linked to attribution is understanding the
scale of the Kremlin’s output: to date we
can find evidence of malevolent activity
but have no real sense of scale. Apart from
on Twitter which has relatively open data
protocols most social media platforms
do not allow third parties to scrape
anonymised data. Given that in may
environments Twitter is only of marginal
importance, this means that the only
way to identify suspected Kremlin backed
accounts is through manual analysis,
which is expensive and time consuming.
Moreover, given recent events around
data and privacy breaches on Facebook,
platforms are only
likely to become
more closed over time.
Throughout much of the existing research
is an over-focus on Twitter data due to
the lack of access to other social media
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sites, notably Facebook. This means
we have little idea about how and why
disinformation and covert influence
campaigns are targeting audiences,
or about the creation and population
of politically active groups. Even basic
analysis into the prevalence on Facebook
of particular pieces of content is
challenging as, although original source
shares are usually transparent and / or
available through tools (i.e RT’s Facebook
page will show 20K shares of an article),
it is impossible to track the number of
accounts that ‘share the share’ of the
article without back-end access to the
content-owner’s account. For example,
the scale of Kremlin activity in the US
2016 election was only revealed, by
Facebook and Twitter, under pressure
from lawmakers; the exploration of the
full extent of the operation to interfere in
the US political process required a Special
Counsel investigation.
4.3 Understanding Impact
To date, there is very little information
available about the impact, especially
specific attitudinal and behavioural
change, of Russian computational
propaganda and wider disinformation
campaigns. Research demonstrates that
Russia (and other malevolent actors)
are investing time and money in using
the online information space to attack
the UK promote their agendas, but it is
unclear how effective these efforts are.
Occasionally, researchers get a clear
signal—such as the uptick in scepticism
about the electoral process in Scotland
following significant Kremlin output. More
often we are left guessing or relying on
impact indicators:
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Engagement with Kremlin-backed
disinformation content:
	Identifying engagement with Kremlinattributed media outlet content
(including share on shares network
mapping) across social media platforms

•

•	Identifying engagement with non-

attributed but suspected Kremlinbacked media outlet content (including
share on shares network mapping)
across social media platforms

•	Identifying follower-growth of, and

engagement with, suspected Kremlinbacked accounts

Social media listening: crawling of social
media platforms to understand the
disinformation narratives gaining the
most traction and ratio of pro-Kremlin
narratives.
Sample account attitudinal change
analysis: in-depth research into a
sample of accounts being exposed to
disinformation narratives to understand
how attitudes are changed over time and
how much disinformation these accounts
are being regularly exposed to.
Audience analysis: analysis of accounts
engaging with disinformation narratives in
order to be able to compare engagement
rates between specific networks and
subsequently create a disinformation
vulnerability map which articulates traits
of those who are more or less likely to
engage with disinformation or specific
disinformation narratives.
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5. Recommendations for Overcoming Research Challenges
and Effectively Countering Computational Propaganda
5.1 Further cooperation
with the tech companies
Further cooperation from the tech
companies is also needed in order to
identify Kremlin-backed accounts,
track their dissemination through social
networks, and subsequently analyse their
impact in the real world. Researchers
specifically need to build a relationship
with Facebook, and other closed social
media platforms in order to fill the void
in understanding and evidence. However,
note that this relationship needs to both
measure activity while guaranteeing that
personal data is not misused. Facebook
has begun to take some steps to give
researchers greater visibility into activity
on the social network, but it remains to be
seen what this will entail.
5.2 Unite International Bodies
and Industry Leaders
Many publicly funded, non-profit and
private organisations across Europe
and North America conduct important
but uncoordinated analysis, duplicating
effort. Government, media, think-tanks
and academics should define terms of
reference, pool results, share techniques
and create a joint threat picture.
The FCO, DCMS, the Home Office and the
MoD all have useful inputs on assessing
and dealing with hostile influence
operations. None of them is the right body
to be in charge. A permanent interagency

group based in the Cabinet Office, on the
lines of the American Reagan-era Active
Measures Working Group, is needed. It
should analyse Kremlin disinformation
campaigns, share its findings with
government and other recipients, and
co-ordinate and commission countermeasures 4 .
5.3 Create a Digital Ofcom
and Algorithm Ombudsman
No regulator oversees digital news sources.
Nor does any single public agency deal with
online harm and harassment (which do not
only result from the actions of malevolent
state actors). Such a statutory, apolitical
body, aiming to gain wide public trust, is
needed. Likewise, the automated selection
of material on social media platforms
radically affects news consumption,
and can therefore hamper or promote
computational propaganda campaigns.
These algorithms – in effect computer
programs based on secret formulae—
are accountable to no one. Publishing
them would be counterproductive as it
would allow malevolent actors to “game”
the system, tweaking their content to
evade prohibitions or increase impact. An
ombudsman could allow companies to keep
their technology confidential, while ensuring
some external oversight over the way that
algorithms are developed and applied.

4 R
 egardless of Brexit, this group should work especially closely with the East Stratcom team at the EU’s External Action Service,
which is under-resourced and faces potentially crippling political pressure.
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5.4 Reform the Digital Rules
Some of the challenges posed by Russian
computational propaganda can be
met with policies and tactics directed
specifically against Russia. But because
Russia has merely exploited weaknesses
of the media, and especially of social
media, in order to run its campaigns,
the study of Russian disinformation also
shows that these tactics are available
to anybody: Russia, China, Isis, even
domestic groups. Deeper changes to the
structure of digital communication are
needed to prevent this kind of exploitation
– changes that curb anonymity, promote
transparency, make manipulation more
difficult. Options include:

•	A Social Media Code of Conduct: These

companies are not publishers, who take
responsibility for material that they
circulate, but neither are they a utility, or
a neutral public forum; their algorithms
affect what people see and read; they
curate content by recommendation
and on occasion prohibition. The
government should start consultations
with the companies, the public and
other interested parties to draw up a
non-statutory but consensus-based
Code of Conduct. The aim would be to
mitigate social harm of all kinds and
to offer redress to victims of abuse. A
by-product of this would be to reduce
the impact of dezinformatsiya and
any other hostile state-sponsored
information attacks.

•

	Transparent Political Advertising
Online: All such material should
bear an “imprint” analogous to the
mandatory requirement on real-world
election material. This would make
clear the publisher or sponsor, detail
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any personal data employed to target
particular users and also show the full
range of advertisements used by any
particular campaign. (Alternatively, the
government might consider banning
political advertising from social media
altogether, just as political advertising is
banned on British television.)

•	Anonymity and identity assurance:

Hostile information campaigns on the
internet are typically enabled by the
anonymity of social media accounts and
by websites with scanty or non-existent
real-world credentials. Nonetheless,
the right to pseudonymous and
unidentifiable behaviour on the internet
is precious and should be defended. It
is particularly important for internet
users in authoritarian countries. But
we currently lack other rights: to prove
who we are, and to check who we
are dealing with. The “blue tick” on
Twitter helps users on that platform
distinguish between degrees of realness
(Facebook has a similar scheme). But a
more sophisticated system is needed,
in which authentication is a right, not a
privilege. The UK and other governments
should encourage tech companies to
develop robust, opt-in identity assurance
schemes to promote trustful online
interaction. It should also encourage
browser developers to include plug-ins
and extensions that help users navigate
the internet with greater confidence.

•	Protect and Sanction: Tech companies

need to take more responsibility for
helping victims of harassment and
deterring malefactors of all kinds, while
at the same time protecting honest
criticism and robust speech. Dilemmas
and trade-offs are inescapable here.
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But the first step is for social media
platforms to accept their quasijudicial role in curating speech and
policing behaviour. These rules need
to be publicly debated, transparently
formulated and independently
administered, while taking account
of the internet’s borderless nature.
Creating this new branch of what is in
effect a new branch of international
private law will be a long process. The
UK government can take the lead in
starting it.

5.5 Improving Digital Media Literacy:
This needs updating for the digital age,
not only in the education system but
for wider society, on the lines of public
messaging about cyber-security.

5.6 Create Effective CounterDisinformation Campaigns
Understanding the effectiveness of
counter-disinformation campaigns is
limited. Experiments include fact-checking,
counter-narratives and investigative
journalism. A concerted effort is needed
to support long-term analysis, testing
different approaches together with media
and other communicators. A model for
this could be the UK government’s existing
“What Works Network”5 .
Suggested counter-disinformation
campaigns include:
	Continuous exposure of Kremlin lies
in order to inoculate national and
international markets

•

•	Immediate debunking of time-sensitive
disinformation narratives

The new world of digital information
is not necessarily a threat, but it may
require some additions to curriculums
and to public education. Everybody now
needs to adjust to the fact that there
are no more broadly accepted sources of
information, and to compensate for that
profound change.

•	Continuous exposure of the existence

of covertly Kremlin-backed accounts /
media outlets (as it positions Kremlin
as a malign actor and therefore
untrustworthy)

•	Increased output of the ’true’ version of
the story in order to balance our shareof-voice within the online conversation

•	Creating a network of individuals who
share this activity online.

5 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/what-works-network
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